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In this lecture I would like to deal with some aspects of a society's survival in times of crisis.

As an introduction, I choose the curious historical fact that from the late Middle Ages until far into the early modern 

period animals were on trial when they injured people or threatened their existence.

The story here is about existential fears, caused by the climate change at that time and the resulting social effects. Not 

to forget the connection with socio-cultural factors, economic structures and the search for culprits during a social 

crisis. In addition, simulations of action had to be created to give people a feeling of security.

I would like to begin with a narrative account of a real trial against woodworms that had gnawed the leg of a French 

bishop's chair in 1520. This will be followed by an overview of the European phenomenon of animal trials, followed by 

a brief analysis of the society, that not only forced these processes and considered them meaningful and legitimate, 

but also turned them into a public event. (But the idea that all time periods were equal, or even more fatal, that all 

time periods were different should not be invoked.) This will be accompanied by a Powerpoint lecture. I am also happy 

to take the time to answer ad hoc questions from the audience. Afterwards, the audience will certainly have enough 

questions to discuss collectively. Perhaps and hopefully, we can also debate which patterns of crisis management at 

that time still seem quite familiar to us today.
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Sebastian Huncke, born in the mystical border region of East Westphalia, is a science 

slammer and author. He studied Modern and Contemporary History, Literature and 

Philosophy. Since 2011 he has successfully toured the Science Slam stages of the 

Republic and has appeared several times at the German Science Slam Championships. 

In March, his current book entitled "Dämonenhonig - Von Menschen und Monstren" 

will be published by Lektora-Verlag. He likes to reach his research areas through 

detours, because he likes to pursue the seemingly absurd without being asked.  
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